Lack of presaccadic positivity before rapid eye movements in human REM sleep.
Differences between oculomotor control of rapid eye movements (REMs) in REM sleep and that of saccades in wakefulness were examined electrophysiologically in human adults. Fourteen healthy young volunteers participated in the study. Brain potentials were recorded from the scalp and time-locked to the onsets of saccades and REMs during a visually triggered saccade task and natural nocturnal sleep. In wakefulness, presaccadic positivity (PSP) appeared at centro-parietal sites starting about 150 ms before saccades. In REM sleep, no PSP was found but a slow negative potential (pre-REM negativity: PRN) appeared at the prefrontal sites. The findings suggest that the generation of REMs does not involve the cortical process reflected in the PSP but is associated with a different neural process reflected in the PRN.